
Our project helps to restore fire’s crucial  
role to our watershed and city forest lands.
The Ashland Forest Resiliency Stewardship Project (AFR) is a collaborative 
forest restoration project that reduces the risk of severe wildfire across public 
and private land in and around the Ashland Watershed.

We work to protect old trees, wildlife habitat, homes, trails and our water source 
by thinning overcrowded forests and conducting controlled burns.

Repeated mild fires shaped our forests for  
thousands of years. Large, severe burns were rare.

Fire is fundamental to our forests
Did you know

Ponderosa pine 
Pinus ponderosa

• Frequent low-intensity fires  
cleared out bushes and small trees. 

• These fires encouraged the growth  
of large trees adapted to regularly  
occurring fire, like ponderosa pines.

• Thick bark and self-pruning  
branches are fire adaptations 
that are evident along this trail.

•

A large 1959 fire altered  
this landscape. Look for:
         The fire-burn pattern 

    Surviving conifers (mild fire area) 

    Shrubs and madrones (crown fire area)

This is the result of a large, destructive fire. On August 8, 1959, two human-caused fires roared  
through the dry grass above the railroad tracks by Jackson Wellsprings near Highway 99. As the fire  
spread, much of the second-growth conifer forest was lost, then salvage logged. The steep slopes  
were seeded to restrict erosion. Madrone trees re-sprouted while shrubs rebounded.  

Along with lightning-caused fires,  
local Shasta tribes used low-intensity  
fire on a regular basis to preserve  
certain plants and maintain hunting  
trails essential to their existence. 

These frequent, mild fires contributed  
to a more balanced ecosystem.

Role of Native Americans

For millenia, naturally frequent fire maintained a  
diverse mix of open and dense forests.  

• By the early 1900s, fire suppression as a result of 
urbanization and agriculture as well as large-tree logging 
and grazing altered the form and function of our forests.  

• Now, we steward the watershed’s forest using 
ecological thinning and controlled burns to reduce 
the severity of large-scale fires that are increasingly 
common and destructive in today’s homogenous 
forest landscape.  
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Low-intensity fires averaged every eight years 
based on tree-ring samples dating back over 
800 years.

Fire scars
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